YOU BLINK AND IT'S DECEMBER...

Finals have arrived! I wish you all the best of luck as you push through the last few days of the semester. Please remember to take care of yourself - eat, sleep, and breath! Please also pay careful attention to this month's newsletter as we talk all things break!

THE START OF FINALS MEANS 24-HOUR QUIET HOURS!

24-Hour Quiet Hours begin on Monday, December 10th at 11pm. From this point forward, noise levels should be minimal in all areas. CAs are on duty all throughout the end of the semester to enforce quiet hours. Be respectful of one another!
WINTER BREAK 101

REMINDER!

Woodside does NOT close for Winter Break!

You continue to have access to your apartment through the break if you are returning to us in the Spring.

Please note that university policies do NOT change during the break. Quiet hours, apartment capacity, guest policies, and all other university rules will be enforced by a CA.

---

Mail Services

Since the complex does not officially close, mail will continue to be delivered to Woodside over the break.

We do NOT provide forwarding services over the break! If you are returning to Woodside in the Spring semester, your mail will be waiting for you here - but we will NOT forward it home!

---

Take Your Moped Home!

Plan accordingly! The Winter Parking Ban has been postponed to January 1st, pending the arrival of snow. All moped parking is inaccessible during the Winter Parking Ban.

---

Winter Break Staffing

Winter Break Mailroom

The mail room will be closed on weekends and when the university is closed over winter break! Weekdays will have abbreviated hours. A full schedule will be announced when finalized! The mailroom does run on full hours until 6pm on Tuesday, December 18th.

CA on Duty

There will be staff on duty throughout break! CAs will be on duty Friday and Saturday nights and on NYE beginning at 8pm.
If you are going to be hanging out around Woodside during the winter break, let the staff know! Getting a feel for our break occupancy aids in the management of the complex if any winter weather hits or any emergency situation arises.

Thanks in advance!
LEAVING WOODSIDE AT BREAK?
If you are not returning to the Woodside complex for Spring 2019, make sure you know when you need to move out, and how!

**MOVING OUT COMPLETELY AT THE END OF THE SEMESTER?**
You must move out by 5pm on Tuesday, December 18th or after the completion of your last final!

Once you've moved your belongings out of your apartment, make sure you check out with a staff member or at the mail room desk!

**FAILURE TO TURN IN YOUR KEY WILL RESULT IN A MINIMUM $75 CHARGE TO YOUR STUDENT ACCOUNT.**
Keep an eye out for an email from Becky with more info!

**REMEMBER!**
If there is a vacancy in your apartment, that is not yours to fill unofficially! Students cannot move into these spaces without going through the proper channels. Please keep your vacancies open!

**PETITION FOR RELEASE**
Are you trying to move off campus next semester? Submit a Petition for Release form to the Housing office.

Don’t miss the November 9th deadline!

For more info and a link to the form, go to unh.edu/housing/cancellation-request

---

**SWITCHING APARTMENTS?**
Apartment Switch Days are taking place on January 9th and 10th.
If you are moving apartments within Woodside, or to another on-campus space, you will be moving on either Wednesday, January 9th or Thursday, January 10th.

Be on the lookout for an email closer to those dates for specific details on when you’ll be instructed to move!
We hope you take some time over winter break to consider applying to be a Community Assistant!

CAAs work in Woodside, Gables, ATW, and Babcock. Perks include free housing, a campus core meal plan, and great leadership experience!

Don't hesitate to ask Becky or one of the Woodside CAAs if you have questions!
Winter is upon us...

PLEASE CLOSE YOUR WINDOWS!

With the cold temperatures here, it is so important that you close your apartment windows when the temperature is below freezing.

This is to ensure that your pipes do not freeze and burst, saving you TENS OF THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS in damage.

This is especially important if your apartment is going to be vacant for extended periods of time, such as over Thanksgiving or Winter break!

If staff sees your window open and it is too cold, we will enter your apartment and close it for you! If you repeatedly leave your windows open, you may be subject to go through conduct system.
Housing Input Survey

Shape the future of housing at UNH

TAKING THE SURVEY

CHANCES TO WIN
1 grand prize of an Apple Watch
25 $25 credits at any UNH dining location

Please take 10 minutes to complete the web-based survey by Friday, December 14th.

UNH is conducting an analysis to determine the future of undergraduate and graduate student housing on campus. Your participation in this survey is an essential part of understanding students’ current housing situations and preferences.

This survey is distinct from the Residential Life and Housing survey sent in early November and does not cover the same questions.
Auditions Happening Now!

THE VAGINA MONOLOGUES
AT UNH

AUDITIONS BEGIN!

AUDITION DATES/TIMES:
MONDAY 12/11: 10AM–1PM & TUESDAY 12/13: 12–3PM MURK104

Take part in the V-DAY UNH 2019 benefit production!

SIGN-UP FOR AN AUDITION AT: BIT.LY/2ZGGWOY

NO PREVIOUS THEATER EXPERIENCE IS NECESSARY. WELCOME TO ALL STUDENTS, STAFF, AND FACULTY!

The Vagina Monologues is performed by an entirely female cast; anyone that identifies as a woman can audition.

If you want to take part in the production but are unable to attend these dates, contact Shannon (slb1016@wildcats.unh.edu) or Elizabeth (elf1004@wildcats.unh.edu)

THE VAGINA MONOLOGUES AT UNH | SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 2019 | 7PM | MURKLAND 115
Performed by UNH students, staff and faculty | more info at: www.unh.edu/sharpp/events